
 
 

 

July 6, 2020 

 

Via Electronic Mail (community.ferguson@usdoj.gov)  

 

Apollo Carey      Jude J. Volek  

City of Ferguson     U.S. Department of Justice,  

Lewis Rice LLC     Civil Rights Division  

600 Washington Avenue, Ste. 2500  601 D St NW  

St. Louis, MO 63101    Washington, DC 20579 

 

 RE:  United States v. City of Ferguson, Case No. 4:16-cv-0180-CDP, 

Cover Letter to Comments on Ferguson Police Department’s Draft 

Policies in Response to First Amendment Activity  

 

Dear Mr. Carey and Mr. Volek: 

 

On behalf of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (“LDF”) and 

the Ferguson Collaborative (“FC”), we appreciate the opportunity to review and comment 

on the Ferguson Police Department’s (“FPD”) draft General Orders:  Response to First 

Amendment Protected Activity—Right to Observe, Photograph and Audio or Video Record 

Police Activity; Response to First Amendment Protected Activity:  Public 

Protests/Demonstrations; and Appendix A, Dispersal Warning Form Policies (together, 

“First Amendment Activities Policies”).   

 

Since its founding in 1940, LDF has used litigation, policy advocacy, community 

organizing and communications strategies to address police violence and unlawful 

policing practices at the national, state, and local levels, including work through its 

Policing Reform Campaign.1  The Campaign has partnered with policymakers to advance 

unbiased and accountable policing practices in cities across the country.  For the past six 

years, LDF has supported the policing reform advocacy efforts of activists and civil rights 

attorneys in Ferguson and St. Louis, MO.2  The Ferguson Collaborative (FC) is a group 

of Ferguson, MO residents and concerned stakeholders who advocate for community 

input and participation in the implementation of the above-captioned federal consent 

decree between the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the City of Ferguson.  FC 
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leads Ferguson-based efforts to eradicate racial inequality in Ferguson’s elections, jails, 

courts, and of course, policing.3  

 

Given the collective experience of LDF and FC, we understand how critical this 

moment is for FPD, in coordination with the DOJ and monitoring team, to institute bold 

and far-reaching policy changes that reform the culture and practices of FPD’s policing 

model, while prioritizing  community safety and transparency.  It is against this backdrop 

that we provide the recommendations below to ensure FPD:  1) meets its obligation to 

protect the First Amendment right to peacefully assemble by banning militarized 

responses to demonstrations and limiting uses of force; 2) protects individuals’ freedom 

of expression, assembly, and speech without retaliation through the use of discretionary 

arrests and charges; and 3) protects the privacy of individuals by banning the use of facial 

recognition and other biometric reader technology in its body-worn and in-car cameras.  

In addition to the comments below, we have attached detailed line edits to the First 

Amendment Activities Policies in Attachment A. 

 

1. FPD Policies Must Underscore Its Obligation to Protect First 

Amendment Rights During Mass Demonstrations and Ban Militarized 

Responses and Unnecessary Use of Force  

Over the past month, the nation has witnessed unprecedented sustained mass 

demonstrations as people protest the deaths of Black men and women at the hands of 

police in cities across the country,4 including protests in Ferguson.5  In response, peaceful 

protesters nationwide have been confronted with excessive use of force by police assigned 

to protect and serve them.6  Sadly, the FPD similarly has a history of using excessive 

force during mass demonstrations and arresting persons as retaliation for criticizing or 

recording police.  The FPD’s First Amendment Activities Policies must be revised to 

emphasize that officers are prohibited from interfering with a person’s right to peacefully 

assemble and freedom of speech and expression through the use of force, militarized 

tactics, or use of discretionary arrests. 

 

a. Require All Law Enforcement Response to Mass 

Demonstrations, Protests, or Other First Amendment Activity 

Be Coordinated and Demilitarized  

In response to mass demonstrations protesting the police shooting death of Michael 

Brown, in 2014, police in Ferguson quickly became the face of a hyper-militarized police 

force.  FPD officers approached peaceful protestors in war-like riot gear, furthering the 

divide between law enforcement and Ferguson’s Black community.7  The use of 

paramilitary tactics and heavy weaponry heightened protest tensions, sparking fear, 

anger, and unrest.8   
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As the nation learned in 2014, these tactics are ineffective and further entrench 

officers in an “us vs. them” warrior mindset,9 rather than one of public service and 

community collaboration.  

 

Additionally, during the 2014 demonstrations, FPD failed to adequately coordinate 

assistance it received from surrounding law enforcement agencies.  FPD and other law 

enforcement agencies in St. Louis County follow a Code 1000 Plan, which is “a 

preplanned method of coordinating the mobilization and management of law enforcement 

personnel, equipment, and expertise during a local or countywide emergency situation.”10  

FPD implemented this Plan ineffectively during the 2014 demonstrations as officers from 

various jurisdictions with varying levels of experience were dispatched to Ferguson with 

limited guidance on which agency was in command.11  Consequently, at least three law 

enforcement agencies used varying tactics and strategies to manage  the demonstrations.  

  

Accordingly, we recommend the following amendments to the First Amendment 

Activities Policies:   

 

• In addition to banning the use of rifle sights, FPD must also prohibit the 

use of military-style vehicles, such as mine-resistant ambush protected 

vehicles and long-range acoustics devices connected to armored vehicles, 

to disperse or otherwise control crowds. 

 

• Prohibit officers from engaging in any police activity during a public 

protest or demonstration, including officers assigned to observe 

protestors, unless they have received appropriate training in de-

escalation techniques, key concepts of the National Incident 

Management System command and management, including Incident 

Command Systems, multiagency coordination systems, and policing 

consistent with the First Amendment.  

 

• FPD must require all other law enforcement agencies responding within 

Ferguson to ensure the same standards apply for their respective 

officers.12  

 

b. Establish Clear Guidelines for Documenting and Using Force During 

First Amendment Activity  

The 2014 Ferguson uprisings exposed significant officer use, or threatened use, of 

excessive force to manage crowds and protestors.13  Specifically, law enforcement’s use of 

tear gas to control large crowds was particularly controversial.14  When questioned about 

this use of force, FPD reported that it did not prepare an after-action report and therefore, 

could not definitively report regarding its use of force on protestors.15  In contrast, 
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residents and media reported numerous instances of excessive uses of force in Ferguson, 

often from different law enforcement agencies, and sometimes without warning 

residents.16  Additionally, because none of the law enforcement agencies that supported 

the FPD during the 2014 uprisings documented all use of force incidents,17 seemingly 

unlawful officer use of force went unaddressed.  This resulted in unnecessary resident 

injury and contributed to the frequent chaos, lack of a designated source of officer 

command, and varying levels of officer-inflicted excessive force in response to 

demonstrators.18 

 

To ensure the safety of all residents and officers, as well as accountability for all 

use of force incidents during protected First Amendment activity,19 we strongly 

recommend including the following requirements in the draft First Amendment 

Activities Policies:  

 

• Establish a comprehensive method for documenting every officer use of 

force during First Amendment activity, including the reporting of 

threats of the use of force such as an officer pointing a firearm, taser, 

baton, or other weapons in the direction of protesters or demonstrators.  

The report/document must include notations regarding the deployment 

of tear gas and other less-lethal force instruments such as rubber 

bullets, Pepperballs, and Stingerballs, as well as the date, time and 

circumstance for each deployment.  Furthermore, the documentation 

method should be simple, easy to understand, mandatory for all other 

law enforcement agencies that engage in Ferguson, and must outline 

procedures for force documentation even during dynamic and rapidly 

changing conditions. 

 

• All commanders and supervisors should ensure the accurate 

documentation of all events, facts, and uses of force as soon as practicable 

after a use or force incident. 

 

• Tear gas should be used in very limited circumstances and not as a 

general resource for crowd control. 

 

• Officers will be disciplined for the force used in violation of federal, state, 

and local laws and FPD policies. 
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2. FPD’s First Amendment Activities Policies Must Protect Individuals’ 

Right to Free Speech and Expression and guard against Retaliation 

Through Discretionary Arrests and Charges 

The DOJ’s 2015 Investigative Report of the FPD (“DOJ Report”) found that, 

despite clear constitutional law prohibiting police from arresting individuals for 

exercising their First Amendment right to criticize, record, observe, and speak out 

against police, “FPD arrest[ed] people for a variety of protected conduct: people [we]re 

punished for talking back to officers, recording public police activities, and lawfully 

protesting perceived injustices.”20  Citing multiple examples,21 the DOJ Report shows 

how FPD officers used arrests and discretionary charges to retaliate against and 

intimidate residents engaging in lawful conduct, simply because the officer felt 

disrespected or frustrated.22  For example, the report found that 

 

[i]n Ferguson…officers frequently make enforcement decisions based on 

what subjects say, or how they say it . . . [officers] are quick to overreact to 

challenges and verbal slights.  These incidents—sometimes called 

‘contempt of cop’ cases—are propelled by officers’ belief that arrest is an 

appropriate response to disrespect.  These arrests are typically charged as 

a Failure to Comply, Disorderly Conduct, Interference with Officer, or 

Resisting Arrest.23 

 

Moreover, at large protests or demonstrations—even when peaceful—FPD’s use 

of discretionary arrests and charges increased significantly, with many officers unclear 

on which activities are protected under the First Amendment.24  While these actions are 

largely inconsequential for officers, the victims are forced to maneuver the challenges of 

having an arrest and charges on their criminal record; time spent in jail away from family 

and employment; legal fines and fees; future barriers to housing, employment, and other 

resources; and an unnecessary exposure to the biases and corruption that plague the very 

system they sought to protest in the first place.25  Coupling these hardships with FPD’s 

racially discriminatory practices make Black residents particularly vulnerable to being 

silenced, robbed of their First Amendment rights,26 and wrongly pushed into Ferguson’s 

jail and court system.   

 

Despite this, FPD’s draft First Amendment Activities Policies do not explicitly 

address officers’ use of arrests and discretionary charges to penalize or retaliate against 

individuals engaged in protected First Amendment activity.  This grave omission ignores 

the DOJ report and FPD’s many documented violations of residents’ First Amendment 

rights,27 places residents lawfully exercising First Amendment rights at the mercy of 

FPD and may have a chilling effect on residents’ freedom of expression.   
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To remedy this, FPD must implement bold measures in its policies that protect 

residents’ First Amendment rights and ensure true officer accountability.  Accordingly, 

we urge you to make the following changes to the First Amendment Activities Policies: 

 

• In addition to requiring officers to seek supervisory approval before issuing a 

citation or arresting an individual for allegedly unlawful conduct, the draft policies 

should require officers to first utilize the least intrusive response—especially 

when addressing low-level offenses such as Manner of Walking Along Roadway, 

Failure to Comply, Disorderly Conduct, Interference with Officer, or Resisting 

Arrest.  Specifically, the First Amendment Activities Policies must require officers 

to utilize verbal warnings and the issuance of citations over making arrests.    

 

• Include a “Duty to Intervene” requirement for officers who witness fellow officers 

violating the law or FPD’s First Amendment Activities Policies and list the 

discipline officers will receive for failing to intervene.    

 

• Include a rigorous data collection mechanism, listed directly in the First 

Amendment Activities Policies, that requires officers to report the number of 

arrests and discretionary charges connected to any First Amendment activity, 

including but not limited to:  observing or recording officer conduct; criticizing or 

insulting officers; and yelling, disrespecting, or speaking obscenities at officers. 

 

• State plainly that FPD’s prior use of “keep moving” orders or the “five-second rule,” 

which violated citizens’ right to assemble and free speech, as determined by a U.S. 

federal court injunction, unlawfully prohibit First Amendment activity and are 

not grounds for arrest.28  

 

• In keeping with the spirit and mandates of the consent decree,29 ensure that the 

First Amendment Activities Policies and related trainings clarify definitions and 

actions referenced within the policies, to avoid subjective interpretations as much 

as possible, especially when an officer’s interpretation may be used to justify 

enforcement action.  For example, we proposed adding a definition for Kettling, 

Safe Space, and Civil Disturbance.  

 

3. FPD Must Include a Privacy Section in Its First Amendment Activities 

Policies That Prohibits the Use of Facial Recognition and Other 

Biometric Reading Technology   

None of the First Amendment Activities Policies set parameters on how the FPD, 

and other law enforcement agencies it contracts with during protests, demonstrations, 

and marches, use Body Worn Video Recorders (“BWVR”) and In-Car Video Camera 

(“ICVC”) recordings of constitutionally protected activity.  Because FPD’s body camera 
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policy allows officers to activate their BWVRs and ICVCs during protected First 

Amendment activity, the First Amendment Activities Policies must acknowledge and 

address the significant privacy concerns that arise when technology is coupled with police 

activity.30 

Intended as a police accountability tool, police body and car cameras collect 

countless datasets of private information.  This is especially true when a large group of 

individuals gather in one area to exercise their First Amendment rights through protests, 

marches, and demonstrations.31  While FPD’s policy requires officers to turn on body-

worn cameras when they are engaging in law enforcement activities, these cameras must 

not be equipped with facial recognition technology and other biometric readers used to 

identify the participants, which would chill First Amendment participation and set a 

dangerous precedent.32  Such use would allow for the collection and tracking of faceprints 

captured without individuals’ knowledge or permission, massively expanding law 

enforcement’s reach into the lives, locations, and identities of vulnerable residents—

often, as they protest law enforcement.33  

These concerns are exacerbated when coupled with racially discriminatory police 

practices, and the biases that frequently cause these technologies to misidentify 

individuals from communities of color. 34  Put differently, facial recognition technology 

has generally had a disparate impact on communities of color as it often misidentifies 

non-white individuals.35  Combining this and the FPD’s history of racially-biased policing 

dramatically increases the likelihood of constitutional violations, and prioritizes 

unfettered mass police surveillance over resident privacy and protection of First 

Amendment activity.  

Furthermore, many jurisdictions and technology companies across the country36 

have recently banned law enforcement use of facial recognition and biometric reader37 

technology.  We therefore strongly urge FPD to create a Privacy section in all of the First 

Amendment Activities Policies which includes an absolute ban on the use of facial 

recognition technology or any other biometric reading or identifier in connection with any 

First Amendment activity.38   

 

Conclusion  

FPD has a unique opportunity to lead the way in crafting its First Amendment 

Activities Policies that go beyond the largely ineffective status quo of piecemeal polic 

changes, and instead institute meaningful reform to its interaction with residents.  We 

urge you to implement all suggested changes.  

 Thank you for considering these recommendations.  If you have any questions, 

please contact Katurah Topps or Monique Dixon of LDF at 212-965-2200 or Felicia 

Pullman of the FC at pulliam.felicia@gmail.com.  

 

        Sincerely yours, 
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NAACP Legal Defense and 

Educational Fund, Inc. 

 

Ferguson Collaborative  

 

 

          

 

cc: Ferguson Lead Monitor, Natashia Tidwell   
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